
ADVANSIO INTERACTIVE.
Frontend Engineer

Accomplishments:

Retrieved data from APIs provided by the backend and integrated it into the frontend application.
Worked in an agile environment with daily stand-ups, kept track of user stories/Tasks/bugs on
ClickUp/Azure DevOps, and participated in 2 hours of sprint planning and sprint retrospectives per
week.
Interfaced with the design team to make sure the UI designs are practical and effective for customer
use and comply with application technicalities. 
Interfaced with the backend team on Joint Application Development sessions to agree on things like
models and also ensure both teams are in sync always.
Manually tested completed features and participate in frontend cleanup sessions for secondary
frontend testing. 
Optimized front-end code for faster loading, better usability, and conversion optimizations. 
Interfaced with the QA team on test feedback and bug fixes. 
Implemented security protocols to ensure compliance with financial regulations

October 2021 - Present

FIRST PAVILION TECHNOLOGIES.

Frontend Engineer

Accomplishments:

Responsible for designing and developing interactive web applications using Vuejs.
Developed and implemented reusable UI components and libraries
Develop dashboard interfaces for displaying interactive visual insights of data. 
Collaborated closely with the team to support projects during all phases of delivery. 
Used JIRA/Trello to assign and manage tasks, defects, and backlog
Optimized web pages for maximum speed and scalability

April 2020 - January 2021

arigbedeabiodun@gmail.com  · https://abbyjoe.vercel.app/ · Lagos, Nigeria

ABIODUN ARIGBEDE

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Highly skilled and experienced Frontend Engineer with a strong background in developing and maintaining
responsive and interactive web applications. Proven ability to work collaboratively with cross-functional
teams, and to stay up-to-date with the latest industry trends and technologies. Strong skills in JavaScript,
HTML, CSS, and VueJs/NuxtJs.

FRONTEND ENGINEER

GRUPA INC.

Frontend UI Developer

Accomplishments:

Designed and developed user interfaces with HTML, CSS, Javascript, and Vuejs.
Developed stable and maintainable codebases. 
Worked closely with designers to implement their designs and made sure they are responsive and
cross-browser compatible.
Optimized the performance of the web application, and implemented accessibility standards.
Monitored website performance and rectify frontend-related issues.

October 2019 - March 2020

 



Strong proficiency in JavaScript, HTML, CSS (Vuetify, Bootstrap, Tailwind, SCSS), and VueJS/NuxtJs
Experience with webpack, babel, and web development tools
Experience with Vuex and other state management libraries
Experience with NodeJs,  Firebase, and PWA
Strong understanding of web performance optimization techniques
Experience with Git and other version control systems
Strong problem-solving and debugging skills
Experience with Agile development methodologies

SKILLS

PROJECTS

Designed and developed Admin interface using Vuejs/NuxtJs, and Bootstrap. Implemented webpack
and babel to optimize web development tools and improve performance.
Result: The dashboard received positive feedback from users and improved data visualization and
analysis by 30%.

Covr Branchless - Covr Branchless integrates with mobile phones, web, and POS devices to automate
banking operations like account opening (Customer enrollment), instant debit card linking, agent-based
deposit, cash withdrawals, and loan origination as well as bill payments all in the field on behalf of the Bank
or Financial Institution.

Internet Banking system - Developed a secure internet banking platform using Vue and Vuex. Implemented
features such as account opening, Inter/Intra-Bank Transfers, Bills Payment, and Lifestyle.

Savings Platform - Developed a savings platform web application using VueJs/Nuxtjs and implemented
features such as target savings, and locking funds.

OneBuxx - OneBuxx is a fast, secure, seamless, and cost-effective solution that enables
you to digitize all traditional banking processes and services.

GetEquity (website design) - GetEquity is a private marketplace for investors and companies to trade digital
securities and assets privately and securely, the platform allows companies or enterprises to digitalize their
assets via tokens and creates liquidity for them by connecting them to investors and syndicates who can
buy and sell these assets.


